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SATAjet 5000B
New, versatile
high performance
spray gun
SATA adds another innovative high performance
spray gun to its product range. The all new

SATAjet 5000 B.
The development process focused on creating a
much more versatile spray gun in regard to inlet
pressure, application distance and further improved
adaptability to the specific requirements of the different paint systems available.
One remarkable enhancement concerns the
ergonomics of the SATAjet 5000 B. The gun handle
of the digital version, for instance, is identical in
size and shape to the standard spray gun. As a
result, the digital spray gun also perfectly fits into
smaller hands. The air micrometer to adjust the
spray gun inlet pressure is now considerably larger
and much easier to regulate. Switching from round
to flat only takes a half turn on the spray fan control
which allows even better adjustment than before.
The SATAjet 5000 B is finished with a satin-gloss
pearlchrome™ surface which is corrosion-resistant
and easy to clean, as are the material passages,
the quick change cup connection QCC and the
sturdy QC air cap threads. Owing to the superb
quality of the seals and other components, this
spray gun is very low-maintenance. The selfadjusting paint needle seal, a proven feature over
many years, is additionally protected by the trigger
with paint needle guard for an extended lifetime.
Other time-tested features are the sturdy brass air
cap and the stainless steel paint needles and fluid
tips.

Check out our website to read TECH TIPS
on PAINTING TO ALUMINUM
REPAIRS.
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PPG is proud to share that now over 10,000
collision centers are spraying our advanced
waterborne basecoat systems in North America.
We attribute the success of this milestone to the
service and support customers receive from PPG
and our best-in-class distribution partners. On
behalf of PPG, we would like to thank you for
being a valuable component to our business.

AUTO BODY SUPPLY
GIFT CERTIFICATES
Christmas is coming!
Purchase an Auto

Body Supply Gift
Certificate for your
friend or relative.
Come by the store or
give us a call for more information.
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ABS will be closed Thursday, November
27th & Friday, November 28th

